Terms and Conditions
AGA £750 Cookware Offer 2019
1. The Offer is available on AGA Cooker orders placed from Monday 2nd
September, 2019 to Saturday 26th October, 2019 (excludes AGA Conventional
and AGA60 Cookers).
2. Full payment or a minimum deposit of £500 will be required at the time of placing
the order and any remaining balance must be paid in full no later than 14 days
prior to the installation date.
3. Any cooker ordered as part of this promotion must be delivered and installed by
Friday 13th December, 2019.
4. The £750 cookware voucher must be redeemed no later than the Saturday 21st
December, 2019 in one transaction in the store in which the AGA Cooker was
purchased and is only valid against the Full Retail Price.
5. The AGA Cookware voucher will not be processed until the full payment of the
AGA Cooker has been received.
6. AGA Cookware vouchers cannot be used in conjunction with the AGA Privilege
card.
7. Any order for an appliance which is subsequently cancelled and cookware
vouchers have been redeemed, the value of the vouchers used will be deducted
from the refund of the appliance.
8. Does not apply to existing purchases and any orders already placed and
cancelled during the promotion period are subject to a £1000 restocking charge.
9. This offer is valid in the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland. Additional
charges may apply for delivery to a certain island locations.
10. Where a delivery date is confirmed and then cancelled within 5 working days of
the delivery date the Customer will be subject to a redelivery charge of £250.
11. Where a delivery date is confirmed and then cancelled within 2 working days the
delivery date the Customer will be subject to a redelivery charge of £450.
12. Available in participating outlets only.
13. Normal terms and conditions of sale apply.
14. Not to be used in conjunction with any other offer.
15. This offer is non-transferable.
16. No cash alternative.
17. AGA Rangemaster Ltd reserves the right to make alternations or withdraw the
offer at any time without prior notice.

